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The pattern of homophone errors (e.g., BREAK mistaken for brake} may change 
across different tasks. Categorization, word,identification, and phrase-evaluation ex
periments were conducted to explore this pattern. Tasks with weak contextual con
straints did nor yield homophone errors to highly familiar homophones (e.g., BREAK 
is neither falsely identified as brake when presented in isolation nor miscategorized as 
an object). However, strong contextual constraints yield homophone errors in 
phrase-evaluations even to high, frequency homophones (BREAK: :part of a car}. The 
latter result is counterintuitive-the phrase context appears after word identification 
should have already occurred. 

All written languages include systematic relations between spoken words and writ, 
ten words-between phonology and spelling (Mattingly, 1992). This fact suggests a 
general, if not universal, role for phonology in reading (Perfetti & Zhang, 1995; 
Perfetti, Zhang, & Berent, 1992). Despite the plausibility of this hypothesis, and a 
century of research, however, no scientific consensus has been reached concerning 
the role of phonology in reading (for a contemporary overview, see Frost, 1998). 
Some laboratory reading tasks produce large, reliable phonology effects, but rela, 
tively subtle changes in these tasks reduce or eliminate the effect. As a conse, 
quence, the phonology debate has become a debate about tasks in which phonology 
effects occur or do not occur. The debate about proper task contexts now takes pri, 
ority and is rapidly expanding. To determine whether, or when, phonology plays a 
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role in reading, we must first determine which laboratory tasks are transparent to 
the cognitive architecture of reading and which arc not. A primary goal in this arti, 
de is to confront this problem as it appears in the psychology of reading and in cog, 
nitive psychology at large. 

The development of laboratory reading tasks was guided by a desire to induce 
context,independent aspects of cognition. With respect to this goal, empirical 
phenomena become suspect if they depend too much on particular contexts for 
their expression. Task context is viewed as a source of experimental contamina, 
tion, not a legitimate source of cognitive phenomena. However, the reliable inter, 
play between phonology effects and task contexts suggests that these carefully 
contrived laboratory tasks have not created a transparent "context,free" environ, 
ment within which to induce components of cognition. 

The most well,known tool for the discovery of context,independent compo, 
nents of cognition is Sternberg's ( 1969) additive factors method. Factorial designs 
allow simultaneous manipulation of several variables. When the effects of two or 
more factors are strictly additive, the manipulated variables may influence sepa, 
rate, nonoverlapping cognitive components. Alternatively, when interactions are 
observed, these factors do not satisfy the assumption of selective influence. Factors 
that interact infl uence (at least) one common cognitive component. An interac, 
tion precludes the assignment of effects to separate cognitive components. 1 

Interaction between phonology factors and task contexts makes it impossible to 
decide the role of phonology in reading. Interaction could imply that the "common 
cognitive component" is artifactual, an ad hoc product of participation in the labo, 
ratory task. Although we wish that the context debate could be resolved by new 
empirical findings, the only resolution would come from phonology effects that re, 
main relatively constant across various task contexts. Recent studies that include 
phonology manipulations have only produced more, and higher order, interactions 
with task contexts (Azuma & Van Orden, 1997; Berent, 1997; Farrar, 1998; 
Farrar, Van Orden, & Hamouz, 1998; Gibbs, 1996; Gibbs & Van Orden, 1998; 
Gottlob, Goldinger, Stone, & Van Orden, 1998; Jared, 1997; Lukatela, Feldman, 
Turvey, Carella, & Katz, 1989; Lupker, Brown, & Colombo, 1997; Rayner, 
Sereno, Lesch, &Pollatsek, 1995; Stone & Van Orden, 1993; Strain, Patterson, & 
Seidenberg, 1995; Taft & van Graan, 1998; Tan & Perfetti, 1997; Xu & Perfetti, 
1998; Ziegler, Montane, &Jacobs, 1997). 

More, and higher order, interaction effects allow more, not fewer, positions 
within the context debate. Frost (1998) demonstrated this point in his recent re, 
view, although his goal was to resolve these differences. Frost's review illustrated 

1This discussion is consistent with Sternberg's ( 1969) original presentation of additive factors 
method. He suggested, for example, that the p < .05 signtftcance level was far tOO conservative for tests 
of interactions. In a pursuit of cognitive components, trusting that an interaction effect is not 
statistically significant amounts to the same thing as accepting the null hypothesis. A more liberal 
criterion for tests of interactions thus protects the inregrity of the theoretical enterprise. 
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the inherent stalemate in the phonology and context debate. Investigators who 
emphasize the role of phonology in reading trust task environments that produce 
reliable phonology effects, but investigators who de~emphasize phonology trust 
task environments that produce reliable null effects (Van Orden, Aitchison, & 
Podgornik, 1996). Without empirical resolution, we may choose a different theo~ 
retical goal, one that takes interaction effects (which include context) as a basis for 
cognitive theory. We may adopt a working assumption that does not require pho
nology effects to be free of context. Task environments determine the likelihood 
and magnitude of phonology effects in reading, and so task environments are as 
fundamental to explaining these phenomena as phonology is. Contexts cannot be 
separated from reading; they are part and parcel of reading. 

Some areas of psychology already assume a similar working hypothesis 
(Saltzman & Kelso, 1987). Consider locomotion, in general, and swimming, in par
ticular. Locomotion always entails an environment, and swimming provides an in
tuitive picture of how locomotion is causally situated in its environment. We may 
understand the intertwining of reading performance and task environments by 
analogy to swimming. No profound insight drives this analogy, other than swim~ 
ming is just so obviously, inextricably, contextually situated that it makes for an 
easy illustration. It was used for a similar purpose by Shanon (1993). Swimming 
naturally motivates a more inclusive scientific perspective, not stricdy "what's in
side the [swimmer]" but also "what the [swimmer's] inside of' (cf. Mace, 1977, p. 
4 3). We discuss swimming in the next section and then compare swimming to 
reading. This analogy is used to understand why phonology effects may appear or 
disappear in different task contexts. 

Homophone errors are prototypical phonology effects with regard to the con~ 
text debate. Homophones, like rows, are sometimes mistaken for sound-alike 
mates (e.g., rose). Such homophone errors are quintessential cognitive phenomena 
that may be observed in everyday reading and writing. Supplying a homophone for 
its mate is a common spelling error (Bosman & Van Orden, 1997), and homo
phone substitutions are likely to slip past proofreaders of all ages (Bosman & de 
Groot, 1996; Van Orden, 1991). Homophone errors can be systematically in~ 
duced, as when participants mistake ROWS for a flower in a categorization task. 
Such homophone errors occur to both familiar (ROWS) and unfamiliar (ROZE) 
homophones in a variety of laboratory tasks, in different languages, and by readers 
at all skill levels (Bosman & de Groot, 1996; V. Coltheart, Avons, Masterson, & 
Laxon, 1991; V. Coltheart, Avons, & Trollope, 1990; V. Cold1eart, Laxon, 
Rickard, & Elton, 1988; V. Coltheart, Patterson, & Leahy, 1994; Doctor & 
Coltheart, 1980; Sakuma, Sasanuma, Tatsumi, & Masaki, 1998; Van Orden, 
1987; Van Orden, Johnston, & Hale, 1988; Van Orden, Stone, et al., 1992; 
Wydell, Patterson, & Humphreys, 1993). 

ROWS is mistaken for rose because homophones share phonology. Readers 
know the correct spellings. For instance, the same participants who miscategorize 
ROWS as a flower perform at ceiling when asked to spell rows in another task (Van 
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Orden, 1987). It is a truly paradoxical effect. The sound or pronunciation of the 
homophone influences performance in a categorization task in which the word is 
never heard. The paradoxical character of homophone errors marks them as quint~ 
essential cognitive phenomena. The phonology of words is not available in their 
printed form, which means that homophone errors cannot be attributed exclu~ 
sively to a source in the environment. Homophone phonology is only implicit in 
the knowledge that readers bring to reading. Thus, in some fashion, phonology is 
causally "in between" the presentation of a homophone and the error response. 
Just such mediating causes motivate a cognitive approach (Mandler, 1985). Medi~ 
ating causal structures make up the cognitive architecture that cognitive theorists 
seek to describe. Thus, homophone errors would appear to be ideal candidates for 
cognitive analysis. No other performance phenomena more transparently point to 
causes inside the mind, inside the head. 

Despite the apparent transparency of homophone errors to cognitive analysis, 
no consensus has been reached concerning the source of homophone errors or 
their relation to the cognitive architecture. Some cognitive psychologists accept 
homophone errors as prima facie evidence that phonology mediates identification 
of printed words; others interpret homophone errors as artifacts oflaboratory tasks 
(Frost, 1998). This debate is fueled by the fact that some homophones, in some 
task conditions, do not produce homophone errors. Moreover, the Likelihood of 
homophone errors may change with task demands 0/. Coltheart et al., 1994; Jared 
& Seidenberg, 1991, Peter & Turvey, 1994; Van Orden, 1987) and may also 
change from task to task (Bosman & de Groot, 1996; Van Orden et al., 1992). 
Thus we confront a specific instance of the larger context debate: Are task con~ 
texts that produce homophone errors more transparent than task contexts that do 
not? In the remainder of this article, we illustrate an alternative working hypothesis 
that obviates the contemporary debate over task context. A comparison of swim~ 
ming to reading may clarify this working hypothesis. 

SWIMMING 

Swimming is the interplay of a swimmer and water within the larger context of grav~ 
ity. It can be understood only within the embedding contexts that make buoyancy 
possible. Swimming exploits a local change in the effect of gravity on the swimmer, 
as locomotion of any type exploits gravity (Bernstein, 1967; Turvey, 1990a, 1990b). 
Walking is constrained falling, for example-the center of mass of the body moves 
outside of its base of support with each step. Swimming is special, precisely because 
the force of buoyancy against gravity changes the possibilities for locomotion 
(Thelen, Fisher, & Ridley~ Johnson, 1984; Thelen & Smith, 1994). The gravity of 
the earth does not change in swimming, but the context of its interaction with the 
body does change. 

.. 
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Other aspects of context change on a faster time scale than gravity. In swim, 
ming, a body changes local trajectories of water molecules, which simultaneously 
affect the trajectory of the body, which simultaneously changes its effect on the wa, 
ter, and so on. Each body movement changes the context for swimming-this is 
true for the context that moving water provides and for the context that limbs, 
muscles, and joints provide for each other. At the fast, real,time scale of swimming, 
it is impossible to measure and control real,time changes in water movement or 
real,time limb positions (Bernstein, 1967; Thelen, 1995; Turvey, Fitch, & Tuller, 
1982). Instead, macroscopic patterns of interaction (e.g., acts of swimming) may 
serve as objects of analysis. "Coordinations can be described macroscopically, in 
terms of the patterning of body and limb motions relative to the patterning of en vi, 
ronmental objects and events" (Turvey, 1990b, p. 938). 

Coordinations are "soft,assembled," consistent with the conceptual framework 
of emergent, self,organizing phenomena (Kugler & Turvey, 1987). The confluence 
of constraints associated with bodily movement, fluid dynamics, and the swimmer's 
goals are coupled via feedback, which allows the online emergence of a unique, ef, 
ficient, coordination solution. "This type of organization allows the system great 
flexibiLity to meet the demands of the task within a continually changing environ, 
ment, while maintaining a movement category suited to the goal in mind" (Thelen, 
1995, p. 81). 

Imagine a swimming context, in which a swimmer must swim against a con, 
trolled stream of water in a laboratory pool. This model system is a useful simpl.ifica, 
tion of natural swimming (cf. Haken, 1988; Turvey & Carella, 1995). In each trial, 
the swimmer soft,assembles coordination to remain aligned with a designated posi, 
tion on the edge of the pool for a brief time interval. The trial ends when the swim, 
mer satisfies the time criterion, at which time an X,ray camera is triggered. The 
x,ray yields a discrete portrait of this complex time,varying system-a skeleton 
frozen in space, at a fixed point in time (the water being invisible to the x,ray cam, 
era). The X,ray reveals the swimmer's stroke, which is the categorical response for 
that trial. 

The swimmer's stroke is the response category, a qualitative macroscopic index 
of the previously noted, microscopic interactions. Of course, a great deal of swim, 
ming goes on between successive X,ray trials. The complex interactions between 
body and stream occur on the fast, real,time scale of swimming. Stroke categories, 
on the other hand, are photographed on a slower time scale-the time scale of 
trial,by,trial observations. Although the static snapshot is opposite in character to 
the actual continuous dynamics of swimming, the x,ray suffices to distinguish 
treading water from the breast stroke by recording the relative positions of skull, 
trunk, and limb bones. 

Next, suppose that we change the water pressure that drives the current 
through the laboratory pool. Flow is first reduced to a trickle, a very weak current. 
Water molecules do not stop moving, but the water appears to be relatively still; 
there is no ordered current flow and the swimmer simply treads water to stay in the 
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designated place. The swimmer now maintains the position with a relatively 
less,ordered coordination of limbs-so much less coordinated that calling treading 
water a 11Stroke" gives it a status about which we might disagree. 2 

Increasing the water pressure produces a more coherent current, and this stron, 
ger current elicits the breast stroke-a more orderly coordination of limbs that 
yields a more coherent force against the current. This qualitative change, from 
treading water to the breast stroke, can be observed at the time scale of trials. But 
the change is elicited by the quantitative change in the force of the current, com, 
plex interactions at the real,time scale of swimming, and the task demands of hold, 
ing a fixed position until a time criterion. As the current gains force, it elicits a 
more orderly pattern of coordination to suit task demands. 

Now imagine a younger, more frail, participant. The frail swimmer may employ 
the breast stroke in a weaker current than would the hardy swimmer. The move, 
ments of the frail swimmer are more vulnerable to the effects of the flowing water. 
But if we again reduce the water pressure to a trickle, then the strength of the cur, 
rent may only require treading water for maintaining position, even for the frail 
swimmer. These qualitative changes, from the breast stroke to treading water, or 
vice versa, illustrate bifurcation phenomena: sudden qualitative changes in stroke 
induced by continuous changes in the relation between swimmer and current. 
Changes occur when the force of the stream is too weak or too strong for a previous 
stroke or when a frail swimmer replaces a hardy swimmer, or vice versa, with re, 
speer to task demands. 

In this example, each trial outcome, the choice of stroke, is determined by two 
factors: the force of the current versus the force of the swimmer's strokes. Both fac, 
tors must be taken into account within their context of observation. There is no 
context,free point of reference for either factor. In addition, small changes in the 
relation between the force of the current and the force of the stroke may or may not 
prompt a change in the type of stroke. A change in stroke is required only when the 
ratio of current and force of stroke changes outside of a homeorheotic range, the 
range within which a particular stroke maintains a stable trajectory. 

The relation between force of current and force of stroke may provide a succinct 
account of a swimmer's change in response category, the bifurcation from treading 
water to the breast stroke. The idealized laboratory situation scales the force of the 
current against the force of a swimmer's stroke to estimate the bifurcation point. 
When this ratio (the control parameter) becomes greater than 1, the current is too 
strong for the swimmer to continue treading water, and the bifurcation is observed. 
~~You don't really know you have a control parameter unless its variation causes 
qualitative change" (Kelso, 1995, p. 45). 

Performance in the swimming task highlights the causal interdependence of 
context and swimming. Neither the stream ~~numerator" nor the stroke udenomi, 

2A poll of several friends revealed some disagreement about whether treading water is a stroke, but 
all agreed that the breast stroke and the crawl are true strokes. 
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nator" suffices to explain the observed behavior in the task. Their functional ratio 
is necessary to predict the bifurcation between treading water and the breast 
stroke, because their effects are causally intertwined in task performance. The 
force of the current is always stricdy entailed in this explanation-even a current 
that does not induce a change in stroke (e.g., a control parameter close to zero). 
This account does not isolate a cause of treading water inside the swimmer nor 
does it isolate a cause of the breast stroke in the movement of water. The terms 
cause and effect most usefully refer to macroscopic phenomena, not the morass of 
microscopic interactions (Stewart & Cohen, 1997). The premonitory cause of the 
bifurcation is the instability that emerges as current force begins to overwhelm the 
force of treading water. The effect is the breast stroke, an emergent change in coor, 
dination. A roughly parallel example of reading performance is described in the 
next section. 

READING 

As we mentioned, Shanon (1993) used swimming to illustrate how cognition is con, 
textually situated. Likewise, discourse is an embedding context for perception of 
printed words in natural reading (Rueckl & Oden, 1986). Typically, readers exploit 
discourse in perception, as a swimmer may exploit the flow of a river in swimming 
downstream. Eye,movement studies illustrate the general intuition. During read, 
ing, eyes spend less time on words congruent with discourse. Discourse supplies 
constraints that quickly cohere with the fixated word and recursively perpetuate 
the discourse. 

Perturbations of the natural scenario add to fixation time and gaze duration (for 
reviews, see Rayner, 1993; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989; Reichle, Pollatsek, Fisher, & 
Rayner, 1998). For example, brief presentation of an unrelated random,letter dis, 
play, while the eyes are moving toward the target word, will add to the eyes' time 
spent on the target. Even the brief presentation of a "facilitating" prime word (e.g., 
sand or beech), causes the eyes to linger on the target (e.g., BEACH), compared to 
natural reading. The less related a priming word is to the local interaction of con, 
text and target, the stronger the perturbation, which further adds to the lag time of 
the eyes on target (Rayner et al., 1995; Sereno, 1995). Consequently, to facilitate 
eye movements, the best manipulation is no manipulation; simply leave reading 
alone. 

lf we are to measure reading performance, however, we must disturb the natural 
scenario.J It is impossible to manipulate reading without also changing the condi, 
tions under which reading occurs. Laboratory studies never selectively observe 

3Robert Shaw {personal communication, March l 0, l 998) at the University of Connecticut made 
this point more generally: "Anytime you take a measurement you establish a dynamic linkage between 
two systems." 

.. 
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component processes of natural reading. Rather, observation is limited to the mac, 
roscopic products of interaction between readers and laboratory manipulations 
within the boundary conditions of task demands-just as the x,ray observation is a 
snapshot that reveals the type of stroke produced in the interaction of swimmer 
and current force for the swimmer to maintain position in the lab pool. 

Measurement is concerned strictly with the interaction of readers and task en
vironments, created by scientists and expressed in performance. Eye,movement 
studies illustrate how subtle changes in reading context perturb the pattern of a 
reader's eye movements. In laboratory reading tasks, more dramatic changes may 
pit the reading context fully against a stimulus,word identity, analogous to pitting 
the force of the current against the force of the swimmer's stroke. Again, the pre, 
dieted outcome will depend on a ratio of constraints-the control parameter. Such 
opposing forces allow for a test of online interactions that are not observable in nat, 
ural reading, in a manner parallel to pitting the current force against the forces of 
the swimmer's stroke to reveal the bifurcation point between treading water and 
the breast stroke, which is not obvious in natural swimming. 

Consider again homophone errors in the categorization task. Like the swim, 
ming task, the categorization task is a useful model system, a carefully constructed 
simplification of natural reading (cf. Haken, 1988; Turvey & Carella, 1995). Par, 
ticipants are presented with a category name (flower) followed by a target foil such 
as ROWS. If participants identify ROWS as rose, they will incorrectly respond yes, 
and if they identity ROWS as rows, they will correctly respond no. The target ho, 
mophone RpWS sounds just like a category exemplar of the category flower. Cate, 
gory constraints may combine with the phonology of ROWS in a resonance, which 
is the basis of a yes response.4 The context flower constrains performance to the ho, 
mophone ROWS, in a manner that strongly favors the identity of the sound,alike 
exemplar rose. If the combination of constraints that favor a yes response cohere, 
then a homophone is misidentified as a category exemplar. Strong category con, 
straints may elicit a yes response, loosely analogous to a stronger current eliciting 
the more ordered breast stroke. 

40ur working hypothesis concerns how context may participate in the self-organization of a 
categorical response. It combines ideas that have demonsrrared utility in "neural" network modeling. 
Masson (1995) and Farrar (1998) presented models in which contextual constraints cohere with 
stimulus constraints to speed naming. Masson used hard-clamping of context: a select set of node values 
that cannot change. Farrar used soft-clamping of context: changing node values to which constant 
relatively weak activation is added on each iteration of interactive activation. Lewenstein and Nowak 
(1989a, 1 989b) described models in which recognition performance is soft-assembled (i.e., an emergent 
product of self-organization in a dynamical system), and they rook pains to demonstrate the general 
character of these models (see also Skarda & Freeman, 1987). Yes responses in a recognition task 
correspond to a more-ordered attractor state; no responses correspond to a less-ordered state. Gibbs and 
Van Orden (1998) and Van Orden and Goldinger (1994) discussed soft-assembly of lexical decision 
performance in similar terms (cf. Lukatela & Turvey, 1987, 1994). 
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Categories may be circumscribed broadly (living thing) or narrowly (flower}. A 
broad category such as living thing is a relatively "weak current," whereas a narrow 
category such as flower is a "stronger current." With this in mind, please take note 
of the following analogies: 

1. A broad category supplies only weak constraints in favor of the sound,alike 
identity. Nevertheless, If ROWS is an uncommon, low,frequency homo, 
phone, then even the weak context may elicit the false,positive rose identity 
and the homophone error. Compare this to a frail swimmer, who is forced to 
the breast stroke in both weak and strong currents. 

2. If ROWS is a high,frequency homophone, then this error is unlikely to occur 
0 a red & Seidenberg, 1991). A weak context is too weak to force coherence 
with context upon a high,frequency homophone. Compare this to a hardy 
swimmer, who is not forced to the breast stroke in a weak current; treading 
water suffices. 

3. On the other hand, when the category is narrow, then homophone errors 
are made to both high, and low,frequency homophones Oared & 
Seidenberg, 1991; Van Orden, 1987; Van Orden et al., 1988). Compare this 
to both frail and hardy swimmers, who are forced to the breast stroke when 
the current is strong. 

Suppose that ROWS is a high,frequency word. We may assume strong stimu, 
Ius constraints in favor of the correct identity rows. For such a hardy swimmer, 
the context might narrow quite a bit from thing to living thing or possibly even to 
plant, in the direction of rose, but the balance of forces would still favor correct 
identification of ROWS. However, when flower precedes ROWS, the balance 
teeters in favor of rose, and a yes response is produced. Performance seems to in, 
dicate two qualitatively different processes, as though a shift had occurred from a 
data,driven (bottom,up} process to a conceptually driven (top,down} process (as 
though treading water resides in the swimmer, and the breast stroke resides in 
the force of the current). 

However, it is just as reasonable to interpret the apparent shift from bottom,up 
to top,down as a bifurcation phenomenon. From this alternative perspective, an 
interaction of environmental and cognitive constraints is always present. The bi, 
furcation occurs because continuous changes in a single control parameter eventu, 
ally reconfigure the outcome of this interaction. It favors one or the other response 
to /roz/. The interaction occurs at the fast real,time scale of perception and action, 
but the response outcome is revealed on the slower time scale of laboratory obser, 
vations. When the ratio of constraints favors the rows identity, it does not elicit co, 
herence with the category context. The consequent incoherent dynamics suffice 
for a no response. When the ratio of constraints favors the rose identity, it also elic, 
its coherence with the category context. The consequent coherent dynamics suf, 
fice for a yes response. 
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In this example, the ratio between category breadth and homophone 
word,frequency approximates the control parameter, but this description is too 
simple. Similarity in spelling between the stimulus homophone and the exemplar 
homophone and the frequency of the exemplar homophone also affect perfor, 
mance (Van Orden, 1987). These factors affect the local resonance between stim, 
ulus ROWS spelling and top,down activation of rose spelling, respectively. This 
local resonance verifies spelling (cf. Grossberg & Stone, 1986), which also deter, 
mines whether category context and stimulus will resonate. Matching and mis, 
matching constraints in any part of the system are combined in the ratio of 
constraints that favor or oppose the exemplar identity. The dissimilarity in spelling 
between ROWS and rose, as well as high (rose) exemplar frequency, both contrib, 
ute forces that oppose coherence of the rose identity with stimulus constraints (cf. 
Stone & Van Orden, 1994; Van Orden & Goldinger, 1994) and thus oppose reso, 
nance with category constraints. The local resonance contributes to the global ra, 
tio of constraints that determine categorization performance.5 However, our 
simple description, which was framed in terms of homophone frequency and cate, 
gory breadth, will suffice for the prediction tested here concerning high,frequency 
homophones. 

Given the previous scenario, a sudden change of context to favor the rose iden, 
tity could yield a sudden change in the identity of ROWS. Moreover, if the out, 
come is controlled by a ratio of context and stimulus constraints, rather than by a 
distinct, time,dependent component of word identification, then the temporal or, 
der of context and stimulus should not be crucial. Our radical prediction is that a 
trailing context may determine homophone identity after word identification 
should have supplied an incorruptible rows identity. This prediction follows di, 
reedy from treating homophone errors as bifurcation phenomena, so we call this 
the identity bifurcation hypothesis. 

The remainder of this article is organized in three parts. First, a categorization 
experiment is described that replicated the key result from Jared and Seidenberg 

5At the appropriate level of abstraction, recurrent network equations yield summary control 
parameters (Farmer, 1990; Saltzman & Munhall, 1992) that determine bifurcation points between 
behavioral options (cf. Farrar & Van Orden, 1998). Typically, recurrent activation includes matching 
sources of feedback that promote resonance and mismatching sources of feedback that oppose 
resonance. We may perpetuate this dynamic with a control vector-a fixed vector of activation values 
corresponding to stimulus and semantic activation (stimulus-context), added to state vector of a model 
on each iteration. (See Peitgen, )Urgens, & Saupe, 1992, for a general introduction to iterative models, 
including the use of control vectors.) Subsequently, the network exhibits bifurcation phenomena. The 
ratio of"matching feedback," which promotes resonance (the numerator), to "mismatching feedback," 
which opposes resonance (the denominator), is the control parameter, loosely analogous to a 
generalized Reynolds number, a 1t-number. (See Turvey, 1990a, for an introduction to the latter 
concepts.) Below a critical value of the control parameter-the bifurcation point-network dynamics 
remain relatively incoherent (cf. Lewenstein and Nowak, 1989a, 1989b; Skarda & Freeman, 1987; 
Turvey, 1990a). This is a soft-assembled no response. Above the critical value resonance occurs, the 
soft,assembled yes response. 
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(1991). This replication established that a broad category context, presented prior 
to target identification, does not produce an exaggerated rate of homophone errors 
to high,frequency homophones. Second, a word,identification experiment verified 
that the presentation conditions of the categorization experiment yield veridical 
perception of high,frequency homophones' spellings. Third, we report the results 
of the phrase,evaluation experiment. Targets were evaluated against trailing 
phrases that either were or were not closely related in meaning. The 
phrase,evaluation experiment tested our prediction derived from the identity bi, 
furcation hypothesis: A trailing phrase may change the ratio of constraints (the 
control parameter) of context and stimulus and induce homophone errors to 

very,high,frequency homophone words, after word identification should already 
have occurred. 

CATEGORIZATION 

Performance to homophone words can be strongly affected by a preceding context. 
In the categorization task, for example, a category name such as flower or part of a car 
is presented and then replaced by a target word. The participant indicates whether 
the target word is an exemplar of the category. In this task, participants make an in, 
ordinate number of errors to homophones such as ROWS or BREAK. They are of, 
ten incorrectly categorized as exemplars, much more often than control items such 
as ROBS or BRAVE. As we noted previously, Jared and Seidenberg (1991) estab, 
lished that category context strongly affects performance to high,frequency homo, 
phone words. 

We next replicated Jared and Seidenberg (1991). To our knowledge, no replica, 
tion of their results has been published. It is important for our argument that their 
key result be reliably established using presentation conditions comparable to the 
experiments that follow. Additionally, Jared and Seidenberg did not report the 
means from the conditions of their experiments; they reported only difference 
scores. Thus, our replication supplies a more detailed rendition of the effect. 

The method of our categorization experiment was strictly parallel to that of 
Jared and Seidenberg (1991) with respect to their key hypothesis. We conducted a 
categorization task with broad categories (object) and relatively high, frequency ho, 
mop hone targets (BREAK). We extended their method, however, with the addi, 
tion of a pattern mask (#######) that replaced the target word after 200 
msec. The 200,msec stimulus,onset asynchrony (SOA) set precise control over 
presentation conditions while allowing participants plenty of time to see the target 
word. Consequently, we replicated the essential circumstances of Jared and 
Seidenberg's Experiment 2 and supplied a more precise basis for comparison to our 
experiments. As in Jared and Seidenberg's experiment, we expected no more errors 
to homophones (BREAK) than to controls (BRAVE). 

The categorization experiment included a 4J,msec SOA condition as well. 
Pattern masking after brief presentation weakens stimulus constraints and may 
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exaggerate the effect of context, especially a context that precedes the stimulus. 
If this effect combines with stimulus constraints (including homophone phonol, 
ogy), then we may find an exaggerated rate of homophone errors as compared 
with controls. Alternatively, the context may be too weak to affect target identi, 
fication, even when target identification could otherwise benefit from contextual 
constraints. 

Method 

Participants. Eighty introductory psychology students from Arizona State 
University participated for course credit. All were native English speakers with nor, 
mal or corrected,to,normal vision. Forty participants in the 200,msec condition 
and 40 participants in the 43,msec condition were assigned at random to each of 
two stimulus, list conditions, described next. 

Stimuli. The key stimuli were 18 high,frequency homophones, such as 
BREAK and their yoked controls (BRAVE). The 18 yoked stimulus pairs were 
grouped into two lists. Each list contained nine homophones and nine controls. No 
participant was presented with both the homophone and its corresponding control 
(i.e., if BREAK was in the first list, then BRAVE was in the second list). The fre, 
quency counts of the homophone targets ranged from 2 7 to 63 77 per million (Mdn 
= 98; Kucera & Francis, 1967). Each control (BRAVE) was equated to its yoked 
homophone (BREAK) along theoretically meaningful dimensions other than pho, 
no logic similarity. The crucial dimension was similarity in spelling to the exemplar 
homophone (brake), estimated using an index of orthographic similarity (OS). OS 
varies from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates identical spellings (Van Orden, 1987; cf. 
Weber, 1970). On average, OS was greater for controls (.66, SE = .02) than for ho, 
mophones (.55, SE = .04; c[17] = 3.08, p < .05). 

Procedure. Each participant was seated in a soundproof room facing an 
IBM,compatible computer. All stimuli were presented on the computer monitor 
and the participants responded by pressing labeled yes and no keys on the computer 
keyboard. In each session, a participant was provided with 20 practice trials fol, 
lowed by 118 experimental trials: nine homophones, nine controls, 50 filler yes tri, 
als, and 50 filler no trials. The practice trials did not contain any homophones. Each 
participant saw a different random presentation order of the experimental trials 
with the exception of the first four trials, which were filler trials presented in fixed 
order. Participants were instructed to respond quickly but accurately. 

Each trial began with a 2,sec presentation of a category name (living thing or ob, 
ject), after which it was replaced by a fixation stimulus ( +). The + appeared for 
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500 msec in the center of the monitor, to help the participant fixate on the location 
on the screen where the target would appear. Each target word (BREAK) was pre, 
sented for 200 msec before it was replaced by a pattern mask(#######). The 
pattern mask was displayed until the participant responded, then the next trial was 
initiated. In the 4 3,msec SOA condition, SOA between target and mask was de, 
creased gradually in the practice trials from an initial SOA of approximately 100 
msec to an SOA of 43 msec (3 ticks at 14.2 msec/tick).6 The first four trials were 
conducted with a 100,msec SOA. 

Results and Discussion 

The significance level for all statistical tests wasp < .05. The dependent variable 
was the percentage of categorization errors to homophones and controls. Item 
means appear in Appendix A. 

In the 43,msec SOA condition, neither analyses by participants, t(39) < 1, nor 
by items, t(l7) < 1, yielded a statistically reliable homophone effect. The percent, 
age of categorization errors to homophones was a !.most identical to that of controls 
(homophone M = 25.6%, SE = 3.0; control M = 25.0%, SE = 3.6). Apparently, 
broad contexts do not elicit homophone errors to high,frequency homophones, 
even in a brief exposure condition, when contextual constraints could be of most 
use. 

It is sometimes argued that brief SOA pattern masking induces a strategic reli, 
ance on phonology (cf. Carr, Davidson, & Hawkins, 1978; Carr & Pollatsek, 1985; 
Hawkins, Reicher, & Peterson, 1976; Verstaen, Humphreys, Olson, & 
D'Ydewalle, 1995; Wydell et al., 1993; but see Berent & Van Orden, 1998; Hooper 
& Paap, 1997; Xu & Perfetti, 1998; Ziegler, Van Orden, & Jacobs, 1997, for 
counterarguments). This strategy hypothesis is not supported by the present null 
homophone effect, but neither is it strongly contradicted. The homophone targets 
were all relatively high,frequency words, typically higher in frequency (often by an 
order of magnitude) than their mates. Stimulus constraints, including associations 
with phonology, would strongly favor correct homophone identities. If phonology 
were the only basis for word identification, the present high,frequency homo, 
phones would still be correctly identified. Thus, failure to see homophone errors to 
high,frequency homophones is not a test of any existing phonologic mediation hy, 
potheses. There is no basis for predicting homophone errors to high,frequency ho, 
mophones except with respect to a biasing context. 

6The categorization experiment was rerun after the phrase-evaluation experiment, using software 
that allowed more precise control of SO A. However, we had twice previously replicated the outcome of · 
the brief SOA condition of the categorization experiment using the same software as the 
phrase-evaluation task, but with fewer parncipants. We reran the experiment on the fastest, 43-msec, 
setting of the 43-57-msec range, with more participants, to increase the power of the categorization 
method to detect homophone errors. 
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In the 200,msec SOA condition, neither the analysis by participants, t(39) = 
1.23, p > .22, nor by items, t(17) < 1, yielded a statistically reliable homophone ef, 
feet. Only a few more categorization errors were made to homophones than to con~ 
trois (homophone M = 11.0%, SE = 1.9; control M = 9.2%, SE = 2.2). This null 
homophone effect replicates the null finding of Jared and Seidenberg (1991). 
High~frequency homophones were correctly rejected at a rate comparable to con~ 
trois. Thus, presentation conditions in which high~frequency homophones ap~ 
peared for 200 msec, and were categorized with respect to broad categories, yielded 
correct identification of the homophone words, compared to controls. Categoriza~ 
tion performance was not misled by the ambiguous phonology of homophone 
words. 

WORD IDENTIFICATION 

The word~identification task was straightforward. Participants simply wrote down 
the target item that they perceived. Thus, we could directly establish whether tar, 
gets that appeared for 200 msec are correctly identified. Also, the relative freedom 
ro choose stimuli (i.e., they did not need to sound like exemplars from broad catego~ 
ries) allowed us to use the same target items as appeared in the phrase~evaluation 
task. Transcription and reading have spelling representations in common (see Rapp 
& Caramazza, 1997, for an overview). Thus, this experiment had the opportunity to 
establish a baseline of veridical perception with which to contrast word identifica~ 
tion in the phrase~evaluation task. 

Method 

Participants. Forty Arizona State University introductory psychology stu, 
dents participated for course credit. All were native English speakers with normal or 
corrected,to~normal vision. As in the categorization experiment, 20 participants 
were assigned at random to each of two stimulust~list conditions. 

Stimuli. The target items were the targets from the phrase~evaluation exper~ 
iment, discussed later (listed in Appendix B). These targets were frequently en~ 
countered homophones such as BREAK and their yoked controls (BRAVE). The 
frequency counts of the homophone targets ranged from 54 to 1125 per million 
(Mdn = 116; Kucera & Francis, 1967). Twenty yoked stimulus pairs were grouped 
into two lists for presentation. Each list contained 10 homophones and 10 spelling 
controls. No homophone and its corresponding spelling control were presented to~ 
gether within the same session (i.e., if BREAK was in one list, then BRAVE was in 
the other list). As in the categorization experiment, each control (BRAVE) was 
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equated to its yoked homophone (BREAK) along theoretically meaningful dimen, 
sions other than phonologic similarity. The key dimension was similarity in spelling 
to the alternative homophone (brake) as estimated by OS. On average, OS was 
greater for controls (.66, SE = .02) than for homophones (.60, SE = .02; t[19] = 
2.4 2, p < .05). Additionally, yoked items were matched closely on number ofletters 
and average bigram frequency (Massaro, Taylor, Venezky, ]astrzembski, & Lucas, 
1980). 

Procedure. Each participant was seated in a soundproof room facing an 
IBM,compatible computer. Stimuli were presented on the computer monitor. Par, 
ticipants responded by writing the stimulus word on a separate sheet of paper, pro, 
vided by the experimenter. Each session included 20 practice trials followed by 20 
experimental trials. The practice trials did not contain any homophones. Each par, 
ticipant saw a different random presentation order of experimental trials. The par, 
ticipants were instructed to print clearly and respond as accurately as possible. 

The trials were self,paced; participants pressed a button to initiate each trial. 
After a trial was initiated, a fixation stimulus ( +) appeared, followed by a target 
word. The + appeared for 500 msec in the center of the monitor, to help ensure 
that the participant was fixating the location on the screen where the target would 
appear. Each target word was presented for 200 msec and then replaced by a pat, 
tern mask(#######). The pattern mask was displayed for 100 msec and then 
the screen was cleared until the next trial was initiated. 

Results and Discussion 

A total of800 responses were collected (20 words X 40 participants). A single un, 
ambiguous error occurred. The control word DOER was presented, but the homo, 
phone dear was recorded by the participant (DEAR was not presented in this partie, 
ipant's session; see Method). In addition, one other control word was recorded 
ambiguously. The word PILL was presented, and the participant printed a word that 
looked like the word pill, but there was a small mark between the p and the i that may 
have been a lowercase r or possibly a stray mark; we couldn't tell which. In any case, 
798 unambiguously correct responses of800 possible responses is sufficient to claim 
performance is at ceiling. The spellings of high,frequency homophones were cor, 
reedy perceived in these presentation conditions. 

PHRASE EVALUATION 

The phrase,evaluation task completed our test of the identity bifurcation hypothe, 
sis. Participants saw a target followed by a pattern mask, before they were presented 
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with a comparison phrase, and then judged whether the target and the trailing com, 
parison phrase were closely related in meaning. As in the previous experiments, we 
included homophone (BREAK) and control (BRAVE) targets and the target,mask 
SOA condition of200 msec. One can consider the possibilities for identification of 
BREAK. If we assume that homophones are inherently ambiguous due to their pho, 
nology, then the capacity of BREAK to maintain a correct identity is inherently 
weaker than a nonhomophonic word. Strong constraints due to the trailing com, 
parison phrase (part of a car) may elicit the identity of brake. If so, then we should ob, 
serve phrase evaluations in which BREAK is mistaken for part of a car. These condi, 
tions test for a postidentification context effect. This context directly opposes 
correct word identification, but it uses presentation conditions that yield correct 
categorization performance and correct perception of spelling. 

The method was biased against the predicted outcome in several ways. The 
200,msec presentation condition was adequate for veridical word perception. By 
comparison, the amount of time that a skilled reader gazes at a particular word be, 
fore a saccadic jump is 200 to 250 msec (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). Word identifi, 
cation is complete within approximately 200 msec (cf. Swinney, 1979). For 
example, "We shouldn't be too surprised if word identification took place in as lit, 
tle as 100 msec or as much as 200 msec [on average] after the word is first sensed by 
the eye" (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989, p. 68). Sereno and Posner (1995) estimated 
that it is complete after 150 msec (on average). Our targets were visible for 200 
msec. Additionally, the homophone targets were relatively high,frequency words, 
and high,frequency words are recognized more quickly (Forster & Chambers, 
1973; Whaley, 1978). Moreover, the two previous experiments reliably established 
correct performance to high,frequency homophone words in comparable tasks and 
presentation conditions. Prior reports of trailing context effects did not satisfy all of 
these criteria. 

Prior demonstrations of trailing context effects used very brief target presenta, 
tion (Potter, Moryadas, Abrams, & Noel, 1993; Whittlesea & Jacoby, 1990) or 
presented a facilitating context (Briand, den Heyer, & Dannenbring, 1988; Kiger 
& Glass, 1983) or both (Berent & Perfetti, 1995; Jacobson & Rhinelander, 1978; 
Perfetti et al., 1992; Potter, Stiefbold, & Moryadas, 1998; Stone & Van Orden, 
1989). Moreover, facilitating contexts were usually presented within the time 
course of word identification (Berent & Perfetti, 1995; Jacobson & Rhinelander, 
1978; Kiger &Glass, 1983, Perfetti et al., 1992; Stone & Van Orden, 1989). Thus, 
these previous experiments were not experiments in which a word identity was reli, 
ably established and then changed by an opposing trailing context. 

Except for Potter et al. (1993), the related context in all the cited studies fa, 
vored the correct identity, not an alternative identity. Potter et al.'s Experiment 5 
is most comparable to this phrase,evaluation experiment. In their experiment, sen, 
tences were presented using rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP). In this RSVP 
procedure, each word was replaced after 100 msec by the word that followed it in 
the sentence at the same location on a computer monitor, as though the words 
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came one on top of the other. The end of each sentence was signaled by a pattern 
mask (&&&&&&) that replaced the last word. After each sentence was presented, 
participants recalled the words aloud. The targets were words such as RACE pre, 
sented in a trailing sentence context appropriate to a different word (rice; e.g., "In 
the RACE she cooked for supper there were vegetables.") This presentation pits 
the trailing context against the correct RACE identity. For the targets (RACE), 
the trailing context reliably biased recatl performance away from the correct iden, 
tity and toward a contextually appropriate identity such as rice (see also Forster & 
Hall, unpublished, as cited in Forster, 197 4). 

Potter et al. (1993) successfully demonstrated a dramatic effect of the trailing 
sentence context. However, the presentation conditions of 1QQ,msec SOA may 
have been less than the time required for correct word identification. Potter et al.'s 
experiments produced performance near ceiling in only a few conditions, which 
would demonstrate adequate conditions for word identification. However, those 
few conditions were all conditions in which the target meaning was consistent 
with, and facilitated by, its sentence context. Conditions without facilitating con, 
texts always produced suboptimal baseline performance. Suboptimal baseline per, 
formance was appropriate to Potter et al.'s design (and the designs of the other 
cited experiments), given their hypotheses. Here, however, we wished to test for a 
context effect under conditions that would otherwise produce ceiling perfor, 
mance. In this phrase,evaluation experiment, a trailing context supplied system, 
atic constraints in favor of an alternative homophone identity, and followed a 
target presented with a 2QO,msec SOA. High,frequency homophones presented 
for 200 msec, followed by a pattern mask, established a sufficient baseline of correct 
performance. We demonstrated this fact in the previous categorization and 
word,identification experiments. 

The phrase,evaluation experiment included a 50,msec SOA condition, as well. 
Pattern masking after 50 msec was expected to weaken stimulus constraints. The 
guiding framework of our predictions assumes an implicit competition between 
break versus brake, due to ambiguous phonology. A manipulation that weakens 
stimulus constraints may weaken constraints that favor break and exaggerate the 
effect of context. We were particularly interested in whether context (part of a car) 
builds on the phonology of the homophone (/breyk/) targets. By some accounts, the 
phonology ofhigh,frequency words (homophones) is activated too slowly to affect 
word identification (M. Coltheart & Rastle, 1994; Seidenberg, 1985), unless a bi, 
asing context preceded presentation Oared & Seidenberg, 1991). 

Method 

Participants. Forty Arizona State University introductory psychology stu, 
dents participated for course credit. All were native English speakers with normal or 
corrected,to,normal vision. Twenty participants, in the 2QO,msec condition, and 
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20 participants, in the 50-msec condition, were assigned at random to each of two 
stimulust-list conditions, described next. 

Stimuli. The target homophones and controls were the same as in the previ
ous experiment. 

The phrase-evaluation task was like the categorization task. Participants judged 
the semantic relatedness between two stimulus events (although the phrase-evalu
ation task included a wider range of semantic relations-e.g., BREAK: :part of a car, 
CELL::trade goods for money, SENT::penny). However, the phrase-evaluation ex
periment, unlike the previous categorization task, included narrow contexts {e.g., 
BREAK::part of a car rather than object::BREAK). This should make false-positive 
yes responses more likely. The categorization task demonstrated that a broad cate
gory context was too weak to destabilize the correct word identities of high-fre
quency homophone words. Presumably, the narrow context of the phrases was a 
stronger source of constraint. 

Each phrase appeared once for each participant. Consequently, no participant 
saw both a homophone and its yoked control. This guaranteed that comparison 
phrases could not be used to generate expectations concerning targets on upcom
ing trials (cf. Jared & Seidenberg, 1991). If participants had seen yoked homo
phones and controls in the same session, then half of the homophone and control 
trials (on average) would have been preceded at some point in the experiment by 
their corresponding comparison phrases (i.e., they would have been preceded by 
their yoked control or homophone trial, respectively). To prevent this source of 
contextual bias, we formed two Lists of stimuli, each containing 10 homophones 
and l 0 controls. If a homophone target appeared in one list, then its yoked control 
appeared in the other list. Each participant was presented with only one of the lists 
of homophones and controls. Counterbalancing ensured that the respective lists 
contributed equally to each cell of the design. 

In addition to 10 homophone and 10 control no trials, each session included 50 
filler yes trials and 30 filler no trials, for a total of 100 experimental trials. Yes trials 
presented targets that were semantically related to their comparison phrase, and no 
trials presented targets that were not related to their comparison phrase (e.g., 
TRUST: :kitchen appliance}. 

Procedure. Each participant was seated in a soundproof room before an 
IBM-compatible computer. Stimuli were presented on the computer monitor, and 
participants responded by pressing labeled yes and no keys on the computer key
board. Each participant was presented with 20 practice trials followed by 100 exper
imental trials. The practice trials did not contain any homophones, and each partic
ipant saw a different, random, presentation order of experimental trials. 
Participants were instructed to respond quickly but accurately. 
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Each trial began with the message "PRESS THE SPACE BAR WHEN 
READY." When the participant pressed the space bar, a fixation stimulus ( +) ap, 
peared, followed by a target word. The + appeared for 500 msec in the center of 
the monitor, the location at which the target would appear. The target word (e.g., 
BREAK) was presented for either 50 msec or 200 msec and then replaced by a pat, 
tern mask(#######). The pattern mask was displayed for 100 msec and then 
replaced by the comparison phrase (e.g., part of a car}. The comparison phrase re, 
mained visible until the participant responded. Immediately after a response, par, 
ticipants were signaled that they may initiate the next trial {i.e., "PRESS THE 
SPACE BAR WHEN READY"). 

Participants were instructed to press a yes key if the target and the comparison 
phrase were closely related in meaning and a no key otherwise. Accuracy was re, 
corded, but response,time data were not collected. Response times would primarily 
reflect a phrase length effect, and phrase length was not controlled within partici, 
pants across the manipulation of homophony. 

In the 50,msec SOA condition, SOA between target and mask was decreased 
gradually in the practice trials from an initial SOA of approximately 100 msec to 
approximately 50 msec (±7 msec). The first four trials were all conducted with a 
1 OO,msec SOA ( + 7 msec). The random variability was within the time span of a 
single refresh cycle of the computer monitor. This random variability did not differ, 
entially affect homophones versus controls (the crucial dimension of control in this 
experiment). In the 200,msec condition, the SOA between each target and the 
mask was the same as in the previous experiment and did not change between the 
practice and the experimental trials. At the end of the practice block, participants 
were given an opportunity to ask questions and clear up any misunderstandings 
concerning the task. Following the practice block, participants were presented 
with the sequence of 100 experimental trials. No homophones or controls ap, 
pea red in the first 10 (filler} trials. 

Results 

The dependent variable was the percentage of phrase,evaluation errors to homo, 
phone and control target items. Item means appear in Appendix B. 

Participants made more phrase,evaluation errors to homophones (homophone 
M = 23.5%, SE = 5.2) than to controls (control M = 5.5%, SE = 1.8) in the 
200,msec SOA condition. This effect is reLiable in both participant, c(19) = 3.89, 
and item analyses, t(l9) = 5.55. Likewise, reliably more errors were made to homo, 
phones {homophone M = 46.5%, SE = 5.3) than to controls (control M = 19.5%, 
SE = 4.0) in the 50,msec SOA condition, (participant t[19] = 5.42; item t[l9] = 
6.3 7). The larger homophone effect (2 7%) in the SO,msec SOA condition versus the 
200,msecSOAcondition (18%) was reliably larger by items, F(l,l9} = 4.83, but not 
by participants, F(1,38) = 1. 75,p < .20. The apparent interaction suffices to contra, 
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diet the prediction of slow phonology. If phonology was too slow to constrain identifi, 
cation in the 50,msec SOA condition, then the homophony effect in this condition 
should have been smaller compared to the 200,msec condition, not larger. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

At the beginning of this article, we drew an analogy between categorical responses 
in a swimming task {treading water vs. the breast stroke) and categorical no and yes 
responses in reading tasks. In both examples, context was idealized as a force in the 
task environment that may induce a more highly ordered response category-the 
breast stroke in swimming or the yes response in category and phrase,evaluation 
tasks. This analogy illustrates how context can be integrated into explanations and 
why it is not useful to ask where stimulus effects start and context effects end. Stirn, 
ulus effects are always contextually conditioned {Gibbs & Van Orden, 1998; Stone 
& Van Orden, 1993; VanOrden,JansenopdeHaar, &Bosman, 1997, Van Orden 
& Paap, 1997). The view that context and stimulus effects are intertwined accom, 
modates the absence of homophone errors in the categorization experiment. In 
turn, it correctly predicted the reappearance of homophone errors in the 
phrase,evaluation experiment. 

On 23% of the trials, in the 2QO,msec SOA condition, high,frequency words 
(BREAK) were misidentified as their lower frequency homophone mates (brake), 
and the error rate rose to 46% for an SOA of 50 msec. These results corroborate 
the prediction derived from the identity bifurcation hypothesis. A trailing con, 
text, such as part of a car, elicited the false sound,alike identity of a 
high,frequency homophone (BREAK), long after word identification should 
have occurred. This result is striking because the homophone effect was large 
and because it occurred to frequently encountered words. Reading common 
words must rank among the most frequently recurring episodes of (literate) hu, 
man experience. By many accounts, frequently encountered homophones should 
not produce homophone errors; they should be correctly interpreted. We first 
discuss this result and other support for the identity bifurcation hypothesis, and 
then discuss how conventional accounts might attempt to accommodate our 
findings. 

The outcome of the phrase,evaluation experiment supports our working hy, 
pothesis, but it does not strictly demonstrate a bifurcation point. A continuous 
manipulation of the control parameter could demonstrate the point of bifurca, 
tion in performance, but it would require a continuous scale for constraints of 
stimulus and context. We did not systematically construct a continuous scale for 
these manipulations. Nevertheless, the distributions of categorization response 
times described by Van Orden (1987) and Van Orden et al. {1988) for yoked 
within,participant trials provide additional motivation for the identity bifurca, 
tion hypothesis. 
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In a categorization task with a narrow category context (flower: :ROWS), homo; 
phones produced slower mean yes and no response times, compared to actual exem; 
plars or control foiLs, respectively. However, these differences in mean response 
times were produced by nonlinear changes in the shape of homophones' yes and no 
response,time distributions. The distribution of homophone error (yes) response 
times differed only in their slow response; time tails from the distribution of yoked 
correct response times to actual exemplars (TULIP). The fast ends of their distribu, 
tions were identicaL Likewise, correct no response times to homophones (ROWS) 
differed only in their slow response,time tails from the distribution of yoked correct 
response times to control foils (ROBS). Otherwise, the distributions were identical 
(these findings are detailed in Van Orden, 1987; Van Orden et al., 1988). 

An additive {linear) homophone effect would shift the entire distribution ofho, 
mophone response times to slower response times; however, the shape of the distri, 
bution would be the same as the distribution of response times to yoked control 
items. Slower mean response times to homophones are often interpreted as linear 
effects, but they are not. Instead, a nonlinear interaction stretches the slow end of 
the distribution of homophone response times. The shape of distribution is 
changed by this stretching, and it is this stretching, and this stretching alone, that 
produces the slower mean response times. This is a nonlinear skewing effect. We 
propose the skewing is a consequence of critical slowing, a signature of strongly 
nonlinear systems, produced by a combination of internal and external perturba, 
tions to the system. The next section describes our critical slowing hypothesis (in 
the terms of dynamical systems theory). 

Perturbations and Skewing 

Two sources of perturbation exist for a dynamical system: external perturbations 
and internal perturbations. These sources of variability, in combination, may ex; 
plain the skewing effect on distributions of homophone response times in thecate; 
gorization task. 

External perturbations to performance in the categorization task (the model 
system) are exclusively random sources of variability. Any measurement includes 
random sources of variability. Random external perturbations contribute changes 
in the dynamics of a system that are damped as the system settles into a response 
trajectory. Damping takes time, and the time associated with random perturba, 
tions accumulates in the variability of response time distributions. 

Internal perturbations are produced by small changes in the control parame, 
ter(s) of the model system (Latash, 1993). Internal perturbations are also transient 
but on a slower time scale than external perturbations. External perturbations are 
damped within a categorization trial, but internal perturbations set the value of a 
control parameter that may remain constant for the duration of a categorization 
trial. 
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Categorization performance emerges from the interaction of participants and 
the task environment. Thus, the model system of categorization performance 
strictly couples the participant and the task environment; generic patterns of or
ganism-environment interactions are its least common denominators (see also 
Flach & Holden, 1998). This implies that unsystematic trial-by-trial changes in 
category names and target items actually produce internal perturbations. They 
produce small changes inside the model system and thereby set the value of the 
control parameter. 

Consider trials where exemplars are presented (e.g., a flower:: TULIP). Exem
plars entail constraints that favor coherence with the category context, and errors 
to these trials are unlikely. Likewise, errors are unlikely to nonexemplar controls 
(e.g., aflower::ROBS)-on the whole, nonexemplar trials produce constraints that 
resist coherence with context. Thus, trial-by-trial changes in category breadth, typ
icality, target frequency, as well as other factors not systematically controlled in the 
experiment, set the control parameter relatively far from the bifurcation point. By 
analogy, small, unplanned changes in the controlled flow of current between swim
ming trials, or small, between-trial changes in the swimmer's stroke, would result in 
relatively contained sources of variability in the breast stroke or treading water. Re
sponse trajectories of exemplar (TULIP) and control (ROBS) items settle at values 
of the control parameter far enough away from the bifurcation point. Conse
quently, their response time distributions are less skewed (compared to homo
phone trials). 

In contrast, responses to homophone trials may entail a more even mix of con
straints that favor coherence with context, and constraints that resist coherence 
with context. So far, we have emphasized the contribution of category breadth and 
homophone word frequency to this mix (e.g., "a hardy swimmer is not forced to the 
breast stroke in a weak current"). We also mentioned that matching and mis
matching constraints across any dimensions of the system combine in the ratio of 
constraints that favor or oppose coherence with context. 

For example, mismatching constraints anendant on the mismatch in spelling 
between rows and rose (and mismatching constraints from other factors) oppose 
resonance with category context. The configuration and magnitude of matching 
and mismatching constraints will vary from homophone trial to homophone trial 
(along with the other previously mentioned factors that vary unsystematically in 
exemplar and control trials). Thus, homophone trials induce a larger range of 
change in the control parameter-the ratio of forces that favor coherence with 
context versus forces that resist coherence with context. 

As we suggested previously, the value of the control parameter is sometimes suf
ficient to produce an incorrect yes response (ROWS is categorized as a flower). On 
other trials, the value of the control parameter produces a fast, correct no response. 
"In between" these values, homophone trials produce values closer to the bifurca
tion point than on exemplar (TULIP) or control (ROBS) trials. When a control 
parameter is set close to the bifurcation point (on one side or the other), the effect 
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of external perturbations is amplified nonlinearly. The system requires an exagger, 
a ted amount of time to settle into a response trajectory. 

Strongly nonlinear dynamical systems settle more slowly when they are close to 
bifurcation points. This inherent feature of nonlinear dynamics is called critical 
slowing. The portion of trials in which critical slowing occurs produces the nonlin, 
ear skewing pattern in the distributions of homophone response times. 

Conventional Explanations 

In addition to the empirical motivation for the identity bifurcation hypothesis, it 
demonstrates greater utility than conventional explanations of homophone errors. 
For example, this hypothesis, plus standard assumptions about variability, accom, 
modates the appearance and occasional absence of homophone errors, the proba, 
bilistic nature of homophone errors (when they are observed), as well as the skewing 
effect in distributions of homophone response times. (It also naturally extends to 
other related interaction effects of context and word identity, that are reported in 
Farrar, 1998; Farrar et al., 1998; Gottlob et al., 1998; Potter et al., 1993; and Potter 
et al., 1998) It is hard to imagine how a conventional view of word identification 
could have anticipated these aspects of homophone errors. 

Conventional theories include a strict distinction between the time before and 
the time after word identification (cf. prelexical vs. postlexical and access vs. recogni, 
tion, respectively), in contrast to this approach that emphasizes continuous inter, 
action. Given the conventional distinction, it does not make sense to suggest that a 
trailing phrase, which appeared after word identification was achieved, produced 
its effect prelexically, prior to word identification. The source of homophone errors 
must therefore be postlexical (based on the a priori assumption that it is useful to 
distinguish prelexical access processes from postlexical recognition processes). To 
preserve this distinction, conventional accounts may only elaborate on existing hy, 
potheses or discount a result as a task artifact. Here we consider each type of expla, 
nation respectively, a memory hypothesis and an artifact hypothesis. 

Perhaps spelling representations and semantic representations of homophones 
were occasionally lost from short,term memory prior to the appearance of the 
phrase. About 20% of the time in the 200,msec SOA condition, the uncertainty 
attributable to maintaining structures in memory (for over 300 msec) caused 
reaccess of Long,term, lexical memory, after the phrase was presented. Reaccess 
was not based on spelling representations, or else homophones would have pro, 
duced no more errors than controls. Thus, both spelling and semantic representa, 
tions must have been lost prior to reaccess, because either of these representations 
would have ensured a correct response. Reaccess must be based on postlexical rep, 
resentations of phonology, but homophone phonology is ambiguous. Conse, 
quently, reaccess may be biased by the phrase context (part of a car) toward the 
false sound,alike identity (brake). This explanation in terms of a failure of 
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short,term memory respects the distinction between prelexical and postlexical 
processes. And, it preserves a conventional no,phonology hypothesis concerning 
the identification of high,frequency homophones (and all other high,frequency 
words; Jared & Seidenberg, 1991). 

A failure of short,term memory could explain the homophone errors in this 
phrase,evaluation task, but it is not motivated by memory theory in general. Repre, 
sentations in visual short,term memory are thought to survive up to 5 sec (Irwin, 
1991) and are less susceptible to pattern masking than more peripheral visual rep, 
resentations (Carlson,Radvansky &Irwin, 1995). Additionally, there is related ev, 
idence for the retention of graphemic information for seconds (Kirsner, 1973; 
Scarborough, Cortese, & Scarborough, 1977) to minutes (Hock, Throckmorton, 
Webb, & Rosenthal, 1981) and even up to a year (Kolers, 1977). It is unlikely that 
spelling representations are lost after only 300 msec. Furthermore, letter represen, 
rations become more salient when a less, frequent or subordinate meaning for a tar, 
get word is elicited (Moravcsik & Healy, 1995). Phrase,evaluation errors entail an 
unusual meaning of a homophone (the meaning of its mate), and letter representa, 
tions in memory should therefore become more salient, not less salient. Finally, a 
failure of short,term memory is contradicted by the results of our previous 
word,identification task. Presumably, participants achieved adequate short,term 
memory of spelling representations to write down words that are no longer present, 
and their performance was at ceiling. 

Perhaps, as Hock et al. (1981) suggested, the translation of graphemic into pho, 
nologic representations makes graphemic representations less available for mem, 
ory processes. Nevertheless, spelling similarity between stimulus homophones 
(BREAK) and their absent mates (brake), and participants' familiarity with spelling 
of the absent mate (brake), both affect the likelihood of homophone errors in care, 
gorization experiments (Van Orden, 1987). Why would spelling representations 
affect homophone identification for categorization, but not for phrase evaluation? 
The only previous categorization experiments in which spelling effects were not 
observed used a threshold SOA between target and mask. In these conditions, only 
phonology effects were observed (Peter & Turvey, 1994; Experiment 3, Van 
Orden, 1987; cf. Berent &Perfetti, 1995; Berent & Van Orden, 1998). Phonology 
effects under threshold SOA conditions suggest prelexical phonology. Postlexical 
phonology is superfluous. 

Now we have come full circle. Pre lexical phonology cannot be the basis of ho, 
mophone errors in the phrase,evaluation task. We cannot explain the effects of 
prelexical homophone phonology and posclexical phrase context as an interaction 
between component processes. Prelexical components of word identification and 
postlexical components of phrase evaluation never overlap in time. Instead we are 
left with a quirky failure of short,term memory in the laboratory context of homo, 
phones judged against phrases appropriate to their mates. 

We may also construct an idiosyncratic explanation, specific to the phrase, 
evaluation task. For example, consider Jared and Seidenberg's (1991) explanation 
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of homophone errors to narrow categories presented prior to the homophones (i.e., 
part of a car: :BREAK; but see Bosman & de Groot, 1996; Lesch & Pollatsek, 1993; 
Nielson, 1991; Rayner, Pollatsek, &Binder, 1998, for counter, proposals). Narrow 
categories may provide a narrow basis for expectations concerning the upcoming 
target word. If these expectations take the form of phonologic representations, 
then a match between expected brake (/breyk/) phonology and target BREAK pho, 
nology could generate homophone errors. Thus, the phonology effect is simply a 
task artifact. Jared and Seidenberg claimed that broad categories (object::BREAK) 
eliminate the artifact, as they do not yield homophone errors. We replicated the 
latter finding in the categorization experiment reported here. 

An equally idiosyncratic explanation could be offered for these results. Perhaps, 
at some time within the 300 msec between onset of the target and onset of the 
phrase, activation from the postlexical phonologic representation of the target 
spreads to a semantic network and activates aU semantic associates of BREAK and 
brake (compare O'Seaghdha & Marin, 1997). Associates and pseudoassociates 
may include words that appear in the subsequent phrase (e.g., part of a car). About 
20% of the time, pseudoassociates (i.e., associates of brake) are activated that ap, 
pear in the trailing phrase. The match between pseudoassociates and the phrases is 
the artifactual source of homophone errors. 

The problem with explanations of this type is that they lack utility outside of 
specific task contexts. Slightly different task contexts may require entirely different 
explanations. For example, we require different explanations for the null homo
phone effect in the 4J,msec condition of the categorization task versus the 
so,msec condition of the phrase,evaluation task or the effects of spelling similarity 
between homophones (Van Orden, 1987) or the exemplar,frequency effect of the 
nonpresented homophone (Van Orden, 1987, 1991; Van Orden et al., 1992), etc. 
This is not a useful or acceptable outcome for a scientific research program 
(Lakatos, 1970; Putnam, 1994; Van Orden, Pennington, & Stone, 1998). In the 
end, we are left with a hodgepodge of idiosyncratic explanations, each dealing with 
its own brand of homophone error. 

Idiosyncratic explanations of homophone errors serve no purpose other than to 
protect theories that deemphasize phonology in reading. These explanations im, 
plicitly accept that the broad categorization task (object::BREAK) is transparent, 
but all other relevant contexts are contaminated by task idiosyncrasies. Bradley 
and Forster (1987) anticipate this outcome. They warn against too freely couching 
explanations in postaccess, recognition processes, because this type of explanation 
will protect indefinitely any theory of lexical access. uAny unwelcome facts about 
language performance can be attributed to recognition" (p. 110). According to 
Bradley and Forster, this use of the terms access (prelexical) versus recognition 
(postlexical) renders the distinction vacuous and justifies that we abandon the dis, 
tinction altogether. 

The results of our experiments, with those of Jared and Seidenberg (1991) 
and Van Orden (1987), have failed to identify a source of homophone errors 
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that operates independently of context. This is not to say that we have falsified 
alternative accounts of homophone errors in favor of our account. Critical tests 
may only falsify hypotheses locally, within a specific research program. They 
cannot distinguish between incommensurate programs (Kuhn, 1970; Lakatos, 
1970). A research program that axiomatically seeks to minimize context effects 
and isolate temporally ordered components is incommensurate with a research 
program that emphasizes context effects and continuous real,time interaction. 
Moreover, although local tests of a hypothesis may fail, one may always resur, 
rect the more fundamental core assumptions behind the hypothesis (Duhem, 
1906/1954; Einstein & lnfeld, 1938/1966; Lakatos, 1970; Quine, 1953/1961). 
We illustrated this fact with the previous artifact explanations (cf. Gibbs & 
Van Orden, 1998; Stone & Van Orden, 1993). What our results question is 
whether conventional analyses may ever provide useful explanations of homo, 
phone errors. 

Resolving the Context Debate 

The charge of scientific psychology is to provide simplifying explanations that cut 
across as many laboratory contexts as possible. The conventional answer to this 
charge has been to seek context,free effects-that is, the same effects regardless of 
task environment (cf. Jacobs & Grainger, 1994; Sternberg, 1969). This answer re, 
lies on the e~istence of objective (transparent) task environments from which to ab, 
stract a simplifying cognitive architecture.? This could have been an elegant solu, 
tion, except that no context,free effects were discovered. Paradoxically, a 
context,specific explanation is posited for each context,specific effecL As con, 
tcxt,specific "strategies" (artifacts) multiply, the number of explanations (represen, 
rations + processes + strategies) rends to grow as fast as the number of phenomena 
to be explained (Van Orden et al., 1996). Furthermore, as the number of interac, 
tions with context grows, it becomes incredible to insist that some particular task 
environment provides a transparent view of the role of phonology in reading, or of 
any other cognitive process for that matter. 

Patterns of homophone errors are cited as evidence for, and evidence against, a 
general role for phonology in reading. The presence of homophone errors is a pho, 
nology effect, and the absence of homophone errors is a null phonology effect. As 
Frost (1998) points out, investigators who emphasize the role of phonology in read, 
ing favor results from task environments that produce reliable phonology effects, 
but investigators who deemphasize phonology favor task environments that pro, 
duce reliable null effects (see also Van Orden et al., 1996). This debate concerning 

7The idea of transparent task contexts seems somewhat parallel to the problematic idea of an 
inertial coordinate system in physics, which was finally obviated by relativity theory (Einstein & Infeld, 
1938/1966). 
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context and homophone errors, with which we began, represents, in microcosm, a 
vast contemporary debate in all areas of cognitive psychology. All traditional cog, 
nitive analyses emphasize the discovery of context,free effects. Only the existence 
of context, free effects allows for the dissociation of cognition from the contexts of 
performance. No context,free effects have been discovered, however. Task con, 
texts reliably modulate the effects of all contributing cognitive variables, which 
forces the question, Which contexts are transparent to underlying cognitive com, 
ponents and which are not? 

We speculate that the larger context debate reveals the fundamental limits and 
consequent failure of traditional cognitive analysis. Context,free effects are never 
discovered, because they do not exist. It is impracticable to isolate cognition from 
the contexts in which it is embedded (see also Van Orden et al., 1997; Van Orden 
et al., 1996; Van Orden et al., 1998; Van Orden & Paap, 1997; cf. Flach & Holden, 
1998; Mandler, 1997; Shanon, 1993; Turvey & Carello, 1981, 1995; Turvey, 
Shaw, Reed, & Mace, 1981; Uttal, 1998; Watkins, 1990). Cognitive systems are 
causally embedded in their environments and thus always entail their environ, 
ments with regard to cognitive performance. 

The way out of the context debate is to choose a different goal, one that takes in, 
teraction effects, and thereby context, as a basis for cognitive theory. This general 
working assumption led us to the identity bifurcation hypothesis, which we intro, 
duced by analogy to swimming. As we apply the general assumption, context plays an 
integral role in explanation (cf. Shaw& Turvey, 1981). Ratherthanseekingtoavoid 
context_effects and assuming that we may eventually hit on transparent task con, 
texts, we choose to put context to work both empirically and theoretically. To ex, 
plore the role of phonology in reading, we manipulate context to reveal patterns of 
interaction. a To understand the role of phonology in reading, we propose that con, 
text,induced phonology effects and their occasional context,induced absence imply 
a context,sensitive interactive system (Carello, Turvey, & Lukatela, 1992; Van 
Orden, Pennington, & Stone, 1990). What swimming says about reading is this: It 
makes as little sense to speak of word identities and phonology outside of a context of 
discourse as to speak of swimming outside of a context of water or gravity. 
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APPENDIX A 
Homophone and Control Items and Their Mean Percentage of Incorrect Yes Responses in the Categorization Experiment 

43 mse~SOA 200msecSOA . 
Homophone Control Homophone Control 

%Incorrect %Incorrect %Incorrect %Incorrect 

Category Word Yes Responses Word Yes Responses Word Yes Responses Word Yes Responses 

Living thing BARE 35 BEER 60 BARE 10 BEER 25 
Living thing MADE 25 MIW 25 MADE 0 MlLD 5 
Livingrhing MIGHT 10 MILE 25 MIGHT 0 MILE 5 
Living thing NONE 15 NOON 20 NONE 0 NOON 10 
Living thing SUN 55 SIN 20 SUN 70 SIN 5 
Living thing BE 45 BYE 15 BE 0 BYE 0 
Living thing MAIL 20 MALL 30 MAlL 10 MALL 0 
Living thing NIGHT 10 KNIFE 20 NIGHT 0 KNIFE 15 
Living thing SELL 40 CALL 15 SELL 0 CALL 5 
Object GREAT 15 GRACE 25 GREAT 10 GRACE 0 
Object PALE 25 PATD 20 PALE 25 PAID 0 
Object SALE 25 SALD 20 SALE 35 SAID 0 
Object SHOOT 10 CHEAT 15 SHOOT 10 CHEAT 5 
Object BREAK 15 BROKE 25 BREAK 10 BROKE 20 
Object MEET 30 MELT 15 MEET 0 MELT 15 
Object PLAIN 40 PHASE 35 PLAIN 15 PHASE 30 
Object SENT 25 COUNT 10 SENT 0 COUNT 10 
Object THROWN 20 TYRONE 55 THROWN 5 TYRONE 15 

Note. SOA = stimulus-onset asynchrony. 
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APPENDIXB 
Homophone and Control Items and Their Mean Percentage of Incorrect Yes Responses in the 

50 msec and 200 msec Target-Mask SOA Conditions of the Phrase Evaluation Experiment 

50msecSOA 200msecSOA 

Homophone Control Homophone Control 

%Incorrect %Incorrect %Incorrect %Incorrect 
Word Yes Responses Word Yes Responses Word Yes Respo11ses Word Yes Responses Comparison Phrase 

DCE 70 DUE 30 DIE 20 DUE 10 To color 
DEAR 40 DOER 10 DEAR 50 DOER 10 Animal 
MEET 30 MOAT 0 MEET 0 MOAT 0 Food 
SUN 30 SLN 10 SUN 20 SIN 0 Male relative 

BREAK 50 BRAVE 0 BREAK 50 BRAVE 0 Part of a car 
HAIR 80 HERE 40 HAlR 30 HERE 30 Rabbit 
SEEM 50 SCAM 40 SEEM 40 SCAM 10 Place where cloth is joined 
SEE 50 SPA 10 SEE 20 SPA 0 Ocean 
FAIR 10 FIRE 0 FAIR 20 FIRE 0 Cost of airline travel 
BEAT 50 BELT 20 BEAT 20 BELT 0 Vegetable 
WEEK 40 WALK 20 WEEK 20 WALK 0 Nor strong 
SENT 20 CART 0 SENT 10 CART 0 Penny 
PALE 60 PILL 20 PALE 30 PILL 0 Bucket 
FEET 60 FELT 20 FEET 20 FELT 10 Accomplishment 

NIGHT 30 KNIFE 30 NIGHT 30 KNIFE lO Medieval soldier 
MADE 40 MELD 30 MADE 10 MELD lO Servant who cleans 
BEAR 70 BASE 30 BEAR 40 BASE 10 Naked 
NONE 20 NUT 10 NONE 0 NUT 0 Religious female 
CELL 30 SEAL 40 CELL 0 SEAL 0 Trade goods for money 
MAIN 100 MACE 30 MAIN 40 MACE 20 Part of a horse 

Note. SOA = stimulus-onset asynchrony. 
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